The Cosmo Compatibility Report for

Abraham Lincoln
and

Mary Todd Lincoln

Data for Abraham Lincoln:
February 12, 1809 6:54 AM
Hodgenville, Kentucky

Data for Mary Todd Lincoln:
December 13, 1818 6:11 PM
Lexington, Kentucky
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Abraham's Sun in Aquarius and Mary Todd's Sun in Sagittarius:
Outgoing and progressive, both of you enjoy busy life styles that keep you on the
go. Both of you enjoy meeting new people, traveling, and keeping up with current
events; even in later life both of you will stay abreast of current trends in fashion,
music, arts, literature, science, and politics. Mary Todd tends to be a bit more
philosophical than Abraham, and likes to have a sense of mission and purpose, and
is sometimes prone to grandiose visions and exaggerated hopes. Neither of you is
particularly sentimental and your relationship may be very friendly but somewhat
detached, and fortunately this is not likely to be viewed as a problem by either of
you. You both are independent; with this friend you can have the space and freedom
you need. Overall, your temperaments and interests are a bit different but blend well
and this should be a rewarding friendship.

Abraham's Moon in Capricorn and Mary Todd's Moon in Cancer:
Your instinctive emotional responses and your temperaments are very different
and, in fact, quite opposite much of the time.
Issues of personal concern, such as family and personal sentiments, are more
important to Mary Todd. Mary Todd responds to life in a very personal and
emotional manner.
Abraham , on the other hand, has a certain crustiness and emotional distance,
which seems cool or cold at times. Personal emotional needs are often ignored or
put aside in favor of work, practical responsibilities and duties. Abraham eschews dependency or "babyishness",
expecting capable, responsible, no-nonsense behavior at all times. Highly demanding of self and others, Abraham
often neglects the playful, feeling, childlike side of life.
Mary Todd can help Abraham be more aware of others' personal feelings and concerns. And Mary Todd,
though sometimes frustrated by Abraham's inexpressiveness or unresponsiveness, also appreciates Abraham's
strength and emotional stability.
Mary Todd's Sun Square Abraham's Jupiter:
Enthusiasm, optimism, and good will are very strong. Abraham is able to see
ways that Mary Todd can grow, expand, and develop in practical and concrete
ways as well as in attitude and inner ways. Abraham, however, may try to push
Mary Todd too hastily and be deceived by unrealistic expectations, resulting in
foolish joint speculations and unsuccessful ventures. Try not to let your shared
enthusiasm and optimism spawn unrealistic hopes and expectations.

Mary Todd's Moon Square Abraham's Venus:
There is much warmth and kindness in this relationship and you are supportive
and helpful to each other. However, many times the expression of your affection or
high regard for each other is frustrated by your differing tastes and values. A classic
example of this problem is one of you buying a birthday present for the other but
unfortunately the present does not suit the taste and preferences of the one receiving
it.

Mary Todd's Moon Trine Abraham's Uranus:
There is an upbeat, enthusiastic, spontaneous quality to your relationship. You
spark each other's imagination, creativity, and wit. You feel loose and uninhibited
with each other, and you enjoy exploring life and sharing new experiences.

Abraham's Mercury Conjunct Mary Todd's Saturn:
You two can have serious communication problems. Mary Todd can help
Abraham clarify and define ideas, but very often ends up criticizing or belittling them
instead which makes Abraham doubt, withhold, or simply be quiet. Mary Todd
needs to be very careful not to interrupt, ignore, or judge Abraham when Abraham
is speaking. Also, your conversations tend to focus on serious topics or practical
affairs and business, which can become dull for one or both of you.

Mary Todd's Mercury Square Abraham's Venus:
You enjoy sharing ideas about the arts, literature, and people but often you fail to
understand each other and sometimes reach a complete impasse. Your feelings
towards each other are sometimes misunderstood, too. Both of you will have to
tolerate one another's different points of view for this relationship to work
successfully.

Abraham's Mercury Square Mary Todd's Mars:

The tendency to argumentativeness, verbal abuse, and mutual misunderstanding
is very strong so please heed the following advice: try to avoid abusive language
towards each other, and do not try to coerce the other person to accept your views.
You enjoy challenging each other's ideas, showing the weaknesses, inconsistencies,
or superficialities in each other's reasoning. While the intention is good, the net result
can be hurt feelings and anger. Typically there is some truth to each other's point of
view, but a lack of real appreciation and respect for each other's ideas triggers
argumentativeness.

Abraham's Mercury Sextile Mary Todd's Mercury:
You solve problems and think about issues with a similar perspective and you are able to communicate clearly
to each other. You enjoy talking to each other, sharing ideas, and learning from each other, and you are able to
plan, design, and develop ideas jointly in a very successful manner.
Abraham's Mercury Sextile Mary Todd's Venus:
You love to discuss the arts, literature, culture, or any other area that involves a
strong aesthetic or emotional element. You are also likely to work successfully
together in artistic, literary, or some humanitarian area. Your admiration for each
other fosters a lasting, harmonious friendship.

Mary Todd's Mercury Sextile Abraham's Uranus:
Your conversations are spirited and often exhilarating. You spark each other to
view situations in a new light and you inspire creative, original, inventive ideas. This
relationship inspires creativity and originality, and a fresh perspective towards any
problem or situation.

Abraham's Venus Square Mary Todd's Venus:
Your tastes in art, music, and food are frequently very different and, more importantly, your approach to
friendship and money is often at odds with each other. These differences are not severe and are likely to cause
only minor annoyances, but nevertheless are a nuisance, leading to mutual misunderstandings.
Mary Todd's Venus Sextile Abraham's Uranus:

This is a lively, enthusiastic, exciting relationship. You feel very uninhibited with
each other and are able to express yourselves freely with each other. If you both
enjoy dancing, music, or similar sports, then you have found an excellent partner for
these activities!

Mary Todd's Mars Square Abraham's Pluto:
You inspire, vitalize, and energize one another and you can accomplish much
together, but you can easily become overly zealous, even fanatical, in your pursuits.
It is also likely that your objectives will sometimes be different and you will feel at
cross-purposes with each other. You often end up in power struggles, being very
competitive with each other, and trying to manipulate or dominate one another.
Abraham, especially, can override or undermine Mary Todd's efforts.

Abraham's Mars Sextile Mary Todd's Neptune:
You enjoy watching movies, reading novels, discussing music and the arts, and
pursuing religious or metaphysical areas together. You work well together in any
area that involves a strong imaginative element. The spiritual bond between you is
strong, and as you spend time together, your ideals and your sense of purpose in life
becomes more refined and intertwined.

